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Abstract
Around the world, policy makers have adopted market-design-inspired centralized matching systems for
assigning students to public schools. However, the question of whether policy intervention is necessary for
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1

Introduction

Over the past two decades, lessons from market design have been actively adopted in organizing real-world
markets, including goods auctions, labor markets, and organ allocation. Student-school matching markets
have shown perhaps the most dramatic changes due to market design. Starting with New York City’s public
school assignment, numerous cities across America and around the world have adopted market-design inspired centralized assignment schemes in assigning children to public schools.1 The benefits of adopting such
centralized assignment schemes are well recognized among researchers and practitioners: these schemes produce eﬃcient and fair assignment of students, a feature enjoyed by school oﬃcials, families and schools alike.
However, such transitions to centralized assignment schemes have been the product of policy intervention
by local authorities and not the initiative of market participants. Furthermore, a sizable number of schools,
such as charter or private schools in the US, have decided not to participate in these centralized assignment
schemes.
The necessity of policy intervention is well grounded in theory, as formation of a centralized market
faces two challenges. First, some participants might prefer an ineﬃcient market institution in which they
can exploit a market failure. Second, others might be better oﬀ exploiting their market power after the
centralized market has been formed. These two problems are accentuated in markets in which the gains from
moving to an eﬃcient market structure cannot be freely distributed among participants.2
Despite the challenges, there is evidence that some centralized markets are organized and maintained
by market participants.3 Thus, studying the conditions under which such formation is possible is of major
importance. This paper makes progress in this direction by providing theoretical and empirical evidence that
close competition, when application costs exist, facilitates transition to a centralized market. This mechanism
can explain the voluntary adoption, maintenance, and inclusion of new participants in a centralized market.
1 More than 15 cities across America use (or are in the process of adopting) a version of the deferred acceptance algorithm.
The theoretical challenges of these implementations are well documented in several papers, for example: Abdulkadirouglu and
Sönmez 2003; Abdulkadiroğlu 2005; Abdulkadiroğlu et al. 2005; Abdulkadiroğlu, Che, and Yasuda 2015; Abdulkadiroğlu, Che,
and Yasuda 2011.
2 Starting with Roth’s contributions (Roth 1984; Roth 1982; Roth and Xing 1994), it has been recognized that forming and
staying in a centralized stable clearing house might or might not be a Nash equilibrium. In particular, agents with multiunit
demand might find it profitable not to participate and to transact earlier or later (see Ekmekci and Yenmez 2014) than the
centralized market.
3 The most famous examples are markets for new physicians in the United States and the United Kingdom, as documented
by Roth and Xing 1994, Roth 1984b, Roth 1991, and Roth and Peranson 1999.
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The intuition is straightforward: when two market participants are similar, the ineﬃciencies created by
decentralization are equally distributed between the two; thus, the two participants equally enjoy the gains
of centralization by expanding the pool of applicants and reducing the number of vacant seats. We investigate
this market force and its consequences in the context of college admissions in Chile.
The Chilean college admission process has experienced a transition to a (more) centralized system twice
since 1960. The first episode of centralization occurred when all non-technical colleges, total of 8 at that time,
adopted a centralized admission system based on the Gale-Shapley mechanism. These colleges branched out
into 25 colleges, often referred to as CRUCH, and ran a centralized admission system until 2012, when they
decided to invite other colleges to join the centralized system. In 1960, the share of admissions processed
in the centralized assignment scheme was 100 percent; however, by 2010, this share dropped to 50 as new
colleges and (bigger cohorts of) students entered the market. In 2012, the original CRUCH colleges decided to
invite other colleges to join the centralized admission system. Eight of the non-CRUCH universities accepted
the invitation, leading to an increase in coordinated college admissions from 50 to 70 percent in 2012. The
colleges that accepted the invitation are roughly equivalent, in terms of quality and prestige, to the original
CRUCH colleges.
The purpose of this paper is threefold. First, we provide a theoretical model that accounts for the adoption, maintenance, and expansion of a centralized admission system. The model shows that close competition
by colleges, when application costs exist, is crucial for the adoption of a centralized system by market participants. Second, we empirically demonstrate the relevance of this market force using micro-level administration
data from Chile. We show that those colleges that accepted the invitation were in fact those that had closely
competed with the original CRUCH colleges. Third, we study how centralization aﬀected students’ welfare
and show that low-income students benefitted the most from the change. That is, in Chile, the centralization
simplified application procedures and also reduced the monetary costs associated with applications, which
may be particularly useful to students from a low socioeconomic background.
In our model, there is a continuum of students and two colleges (C1 and C2 ). Students are assumed
heterogeneous in terms of preference over the colleges, test scores, and resources to cover application costs.
Preferences regarding the two colleges are stochastic. Based on the proportion of students that find C1 better
than C2 , we measure the college quality of C1 relative to C2 . For example, if that proportion is one half, the
2
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two colleges are considered of equal quality. Regarding resources, there are two types of students; when the
two colleges run decentralized admission processes, one type of student can aﬀord to pay the applications
costs of the two colleges, while the other type can aﬀord only one college application. When the two colleges
adopt a centralized admission, both types of students can apply to the two colleges with only one application
cost.
Colleges admit students based only on their test scores, and their utility is captured by the sum of the
number of enrollees weighted by their test scores. Participating in the centralized assignment system enlarges
a college’s pool of applicants because a student’s marginal application cost is zero conditional on applying to
at least one college in the centralized system.
When admissions are decentralized, students face a portfolio problem, and many find it in their best
interest to apply to more than one college. If admitted, this strategy ensures that they can enroll in their
favorite college. This strategy is costly and not all students can aﬀord it. While some students are admitted
to none, others are admitted to multiple colleges, creating ineﬃciency.
Under a centralized admission that produces optimal, stable matching, students are admitted to at most
one college and no seats are left empty, provided that someone applied for them. Colleges might find it
optimal to join or not to join a centralized admission system. When colleges run a centralized system, the
applicant pool is the largest. This enlarged pool may benefit a college by increasing the number of enrollees
and/or enrollees with higher test scores. However, this benefit might be oﬀset if the college loses applicants
to competing colleges of higher quality. This loss especially aﬀects colleges that are able to enroll high-scoring
students who cannot aﬀord to apply to many colleges in the decentralized system.
In our model, when colleges are of equal quality, the benefit of participation outweighs the cost, while
the opposite takes is true if the heterogeneity is suﬃciently large. From students’ point of view, the wider
coverage of the centralized admission may improve some students’ welfare by enabling them to gain admissions
to a higher quality college and pay a lower application cost. This result implies that the benefit from the
centralized admission may be especially important for students of low-income backgrounds who cannot aﬀord
multiple application fees and students who are crowded out of admissions by high-ranking students who can
aﬀord multiple applications.
The empirical analysis in this paper shows the relevance of our model assumptions and tests the model
3
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predictions using Chilean administrative data. Our primary data sources are application and enrollment
data provided by Chile’s Ministry of Education and other national agencies. From 2010 to 2013, we obtain
detailed information on college applicants such as their test score, the list of colleges and majors they applied
to, socioeconomic background, and actual enrollment. Our sample includes two years of college admissions
prior to the 2012 change and two years after the change. Therefore, comparing the pre- and post- period
outcomes allows us to examine the changes in student and college’s outcomes. Consistent with our model, the
8 colleges that decided to join the centralized admission are very similar to CRUCH universities in terms of
average test scores and student enrollment, relative to the universities that rejected the oﬀer. After the 2012
change, both CRUCH and the 8 non-CRUCH universities showed an increase in the sum of enrollees’ test
scores, with comparable magnitude. Note that we find no systematic changes in tuition imposed by colleges
coinciding with the 2012 change. As for students, we find that, compared to the 2012 change, students,
particularly those of low economic status, are more likely to enroll in the 8 non-CRUCH universities relative
to CRUCH. As for student welfare analysis, we measure the quality of a student’s college-major (namely
option) with the ranking based on the average test scores among enrollees from 2007 to 2009. We find that,
after the 2012 change, students are on average able to choose a more prestigious major option and such a
benefit is particularly large for students of low socioeconomic status.
This study contributes to the market design literature on student school assignment by examining the
voluntary adoption of coordinated assignment depending on market conditions. While this literature mainly
focuses on the adoption of coordinated assignment driven by the state, we present the conditions in which
market participants may voluntarily participate in coordinated assignment. Among the studies in this literature, our paper is closely related to two papers. One is the study by Ekmekci and Yenmez (2014), who
examine a school’s incentive to participate in coordinated assignment, similar to our setting. However, they
study one school’s incentive to join a coordinated assignment system formed by the rest of schools in the
market. They conclude that the “last” school to join the system has no incentive to do so and hence there
is no equilibrium in which all schools join the centralized system. In contrast, we present a model in which
all schools join the centralized system in an equilibrium. The diﬀerence in our conclusions is consistent with
our diﬀerent settings. Ekmekci and Yenmez study a setting in which a school can postpone its admission
process until all the rest have finished admitting students and then go after students who have already been
4
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admitted by other schools. In our setting, admission processes run at the same time, even when schools are
not part of a centralized system. The other closely related paper is Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2015), in that they
empirically measure the impact of the adoption of coordinated assignment on student-school sorting in the
US. Like their paper, our study presents empirical evidence reporting the changes in student-school sorting
due to the expansion of the coordinated assignment, but in the context of the Chilean college admission
setting. Our welfare metric is substantially diﬀerent. Abdulkadiroglu et al. use distance from schools as a
welfare metric. We use the weighted sum of the score of enrolled students as the metric for colleges, and the
probability of being admitted by a better school as the metric for students.
Besides the market design literature, our paper is related to a growing number of applied microeconomics
studies using the Chilean college admission setting. Examples include Beyer et al. (2015), Bordon and Fu
(2015), Hastings et al. (2015), Kaufmann et al. (2015), Rau et al. (2013), Reyes et al. (forthcoming),
and Turner et al. (2014). These studies exploit the Chilean coordinated assignment setting to construct
counterfactuals of student outcomes by comparing those whose test scores were just above the cutoﬀ point
for admissions with those whose test scores were just below the cutoﬀ. To the best of our knowledge, this
paper is the first to examine both coordinated and uncoordinated assignment in the Chilean college admission
setting and to empirically examine the impact of the 2012 expansion of the coordinated assignment on both
college and students’ outcomes.
The remainder of our paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2, we describe the institutional background,
explaining changes in the Chilean college admission setting. In Section 3, we present a theoretical model
accounting for the Chilean setting and changes. Section 4 discusses our data, sample and empirical approach,
and in Section 5, we present empirical results testing model assumptions and implications, including the
impact of widened coverage of the coordinated assignment on student-college sorting. Section 6 discusses the
sensitivity of our analyses and implications, and Section 7 concludes.
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2

Institutional Background

2.1

Universities

Chilean universities are classified into two groups: CRUCH (Consejo de Rectores de las Universidades Chilenas) and the rest (herein, non-CRUCH).4 The CRUCH universities, a total of 25, have a long history and
prestige in Chile similar to Ivy League colleges in the US. They coordinate student selection, which will be
described in detail in Section 2.2. In contrast, non-CRUCH universities, a total of 34 as of 2013, are relatively
new, mostly established in between 1988 and 1990. This diﬀerence in the year of establishment is due to the
fact that the Chilean government had strictly restricted the establishment of new universities but relaxed the
restriction in 1988.5

2.2

College Admission System: General

Each academic year, universities publicly announce the number of vacancies for every major program they
oﬀer and how they evaluate applicants. The Chilean universities in our study evaluate students based almost
entirely on a student’s academic performance on a nationwide test called the Prueba de Selección Universitaria
(PSU), which is typically conducted at the beginning of December. The PSU consists of 4 subjects: math,
language, science, and social sciences, and the weight that each program put on each subject varies program
by program. The test score for each subject is standardized to have a mean of 500 and a standard deviation
of 110. The PSU score is released in mid to late December and, with their PSU score, students apply to
colleges.
The coalition of CRUCH universities accepts college applications by early January and announces the
4 In Chile, three types of institutions provide tertiary education: universities (Universidades), Professional Institutes (PI,
Institutos Profesionales), and Technical Training Centers (TTC, Centros de Formación Técnica). We study student-college
matching only for the case of universities because PIs and TSCs are designed for technical or vocational training, and they
accept virtually all applicants regardless of their academic performance. Throughout this document, we use “university” to refer
only to Universidades, not to PI or TTC.
5 Prior to 1981, the Chilean government strictly restricted the establishment of universities. Although the legal change in
1981 relaxed this restriction, establishing a university was still diﬃcult until 1988. This is because the Chilean government
had substantial discretion regarding whom it would allow to establish a university. For this reason, only 5 universities were
established between 1981 and 1987. However, from 1988, the Chilean government allowed an entity to establish a university
as long as it satisfied pre-determined requirements. This relaxation sparked new universities. For example, between 1988 and
1990, 35 universities were established. Some universities have been established or have closed since 1990. As of 2013, there were
34 non-CRUCH universities; all except one were established by 1990. The only non-CRUCH university was established in 2012,
and we exclude it from our analysis.
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results within 2 or 3 weeks. The admission procedure is based on a centralized matching system as follows:
until 2011, a student needed to submit his/her preference by ranking up to 8 options, that is, 8 unique
combinations of university and college major; since 2012, it has been 10 options. Once the student’s rank
orders are collected, the board runs the student-proposed deferred and acceptance (DA) algorithm and notifies
the student of the results approximately 2 to 3 weeks later.
In contrast, the admission process of the non-CRUCH universities is such that a student’s chance of being
admitted depends not only on his/her PSU score but also on when he/she applies. Specifically, a non-CRUCH
university announces the number of vacancies and the minimum PSU score in each major it oﬀers before
the application process takes place. It starts to accept applications the day after the PSU score is released.
To apply, except for a few universities, students and their representatives (e.g., parents, siblings) need to
physically visit a university’s admissions oﬃce. When a student meets with a college admissions oﬃcer, the
oﬃcer informs the student whether he/she can get an admission for a particular major on the spot. If the
student is not accepted for that major, he/she can apply for another major right away.
An applicant to such a college will be accepted as long as the following three conditions are satisfied.
First, the applicant’s PSU must be above the minimum score the university specified for the applicant’s
chosen major. Second, the number of accepted applicants for that specific major must be fewer than the
number of vacancies in that program, as set by the university. Third, the applicant must show financial
proof that he/she can aﬀord tuition and must pay a deposit to secure a space, amounting to about 28%
of the average household income in Chile as of 2013.6 Because the second condition constitutes a type of
first-come, first-served rule, it creates an incentive for applicants to enroll as soon as possible once the PSU
scores are announced. The photos in Appendix illustrate how chaotic the decentralized application process
can be. Numerous individuals line up in front of a university the night before the day the university accepts
applications (this is typically the same day that the PSU score is released), and they submit their applications
in a first-come, first-served fashion.7
If the applicant decides not to enroll in the major, he/she must notify the university within 10 days of the
6 The amount of the deposit can vary not only by university but also by major. For example, the deposit for Medicine at
Universidad del Desarrollo was 125% of the average household income in 2013.
7 Typically, PSU scores are announced on a Sunday at midnight and students start enrolling in non-CRUCH universities at
6:00 or 7:00 am the following Monday in order to secure a slot. In the most highly demanded universities, the situation is
chaotic. Crowds of people congregate at the admissions oﬃce at dawn and others spend the night waiting for the oﬃce to open.
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date that the CRUCH admission results are publicly announced. Article 3 in the Consumer Protection Act,
grants universities the right to retain an amount equivalent to 1% of total annual tuition fees. The amount
of the deposit varies across universities and majors but is generally 10% of total annual tuition fees. That is,
if an applicant decides not to enroll, the university keeps roughly 10% of the deposit and reimburses the rest
within 10 days from when the student notified the university of his/her decision.

2.3

College Admission System: The change in 2012

Prior to the 2012 college admission cycle, the centralized matching system was only for CRUCH universities
because centralized matching was the result of voluntary coordination among the CRUCH universities. On
April 29, 2011, the association of the CRUCH universities announced that they would invite all non-CRUCH
universities to join the centralized matching system. The deadline for responding to the invitation was
May 25, 2011. Eight non-CRUCH universities accepted the invitation and became a part of the centralized
matching system starting with the 2012 college admission cycle.8 The rest of the non-CRUCH universities
remained outside the centralized matching system.

3
3.1

Theoretical Analysis
Setting

We consider an environment in which there are two groups of colleges. The centralized colleges jointly
admit students using the student-proposing Gale-Shapley algorithm from a common pool of applications.
The decentralized colleges admit students independently. We assume that students face uncertainty in the
application process. In particular, after submitting their preferences to the centralized group, students do
not know if the assigned college in the centralized system will be better or worse than their best achievable
option in the decentralized group. This uncertainty provides incentives for some students to apply to both
groups. A student admitted to one college in each group can select his favorite one. This strategy, however,
has two social costs. First, some students will not be admitted to a college that otherwise would admit them.
8 Universidad Adolfo Ibañez, Universidad de los Andes, Universidad del Desarrollo, Universidad Andrés Bello, Universidad
Alberto Hurtado, Universidad Diego Portales, Universidad Finnis Terrae, Universidad Mayor.
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Second, some colleges will be left with vacant seats. This section shows that these two eﬀects can incentivize
both groups of colleges to form a unique centralized admission system.
We model this environment with only two colleges C1 and C2 . In this model, C1 represent the centralized
group of colleges and C2 represents the decentralized group. Although C1 and C2 are single colleges in
the model, the students uncertainty model is used to ensure that C1 represents a group of colleges using
the student-proposing Gale-Shapley algorithm and C2 represents a group of colleges running independent
admission processes. We compare the outcomes of C1 and C2 running independent admission systems and a
joint admission system. We study when C1 and C2 , together, have incentives to use the student-proposing
Gale-Shapley algorithm from a common pool of applications.
In the general situation, when the centralized colleges and the decentralized colleges run their admission
systems independently, students applying to to the centralized group use their (weakly) dominant strategy
and submit their true preferences. At the same time, they can use their expected assigned college to determine
if it is profitable to apply to a specific college in the decentralized group. Before enrollment, the assignment
in the centralized group is revealed and the student can choose between the assigned college in the centralized
group and the chosen college in the decentralized group. When C1 and C2 are modeled as a single college,
these features are introduced by assuming that students preferences are drawn after applying but before
enrolling.
In the case of a joint admission system that uses the student-proposing Gale-Shapley algorithm, students
use their (weakly) dominant strategy and submit their true preferences for all colleges. When C1 and C2 are
modeled as a single college, this feature is introduced by assuming that the students preferences are drawn
before applying.
There is a unit-mass continuum of students. Students take a national exam before the admission process
and each student knows his score s before applying. Scores follow a continuously diﬀerentiable and strictly
increasing cumulative distribution function F with density f with full support over the interval [s, s], F (s) is
the mass of students with score less than or equal to s. We identify students by their score, so student s has
a score of s. Students preferences are stochastic. The probability of having college C1 as the most preferred
choice is p 2 [0, 1/2]; identical and independent for all students. For all students, their most preferred college
provides a utility of u1 , strictly greater than the utility of their second choice u2 . Being unassigned has a
9
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value of zero.
College Ci can enroll up to qi students. It is assumed that q1 + q2 < 1, so there is always a mass of
students who cannot get enrolled in any college. Colleges admit the best ranked students who applied, up to
their quota. Students who can with certainty have their most preferred college are left out of the analysis.
College quotas in the model are the net of these students. Applying to C1 is free and accessible to everyone,
but applying to C2 has an application cost of k and not everyone can apply due to the cost. The proportion
of students who can cover this cost, the wealthy students, is n. Since applying to C1 has no cost, we assume
that every student applies to C1 . Colleges value the quality and quantity of the students they admit. In
particular, colleges derive utility of u(E) = sE xf (x)dx from enrolling the set of students E.
Colleges C1 and C2 decide simultaneously whether or not to form a centralized admission system that
uses the student-proposing Gale-Shapley algorithm. The cost of organizing the centralized admission system
is M

0 for each college.

In this environment, the using the Gale-Shapley algorithm amounts to students picking (by decreasing
score) their most favorite college among those with available seats. Let si be the admission cutoﬀ score for
college Ci . Based on the Chilean setting, we focus on equilibrium outcomes satisfying s2

s1 . This order

obtains if the proportion of wealthy students is suﬃciently big relative to the ratio of college quotas. Hence
we assume that there are enough wealthy students i.e.

q2
q1

 n.

An enrollment outcome is a triple of pair-wise disjoint sets E = (E0 , E1 , E2 ), where Ei is the set of
students enrolled at college Ci and E0 is the set of students who were not admitted at any college. The
enrollment of student s is denoted by Es 2 {;, C1 , C2 }. The enrollment outcome (E0 , E1 , E2 ) is eﬃcient if
0

there is no enrollment outcome E 0 such that us (Es )  us (Es ) for all s and u(Ei )  u(Ei0 ) for i = 1, 2 with
strict inequality for at least one college or a positive mass of students.

3.2
3.2.1

Market Structure
Decentralized enrollment outcomes

This section analyses enrollment outcomes when C1 and C2 run independent admission systems. Let s2

s1

be the cutoﬀ scores of each college. Given these cutoﬀ scores, students decide to apply to colleges. Application
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decisions are as follows. All students with score s

s1 apply to college C1 . Applying to both C1 and C2 gives

students the possibility of choosing their most preferred colleges among those that admitted them, but has a
cost of k. A student with score s

s2 applies to both C1 and C2 if u1

up +k, where up = u1 p+(1 p)u2 . It

is assumed that k satisfies the inequality. Applying only to C2 is dominated by applying to both. A student
who gets admitted to both C1 and C2 gets an utility of u1

k; a student who gets admitted only to C1 gets

an expected utility of up .
D
The equilibrium cutoﬀ scores sD
1 , s2 are defined by the following two equations:

1

F (sD
1 ) = q1

n(1

(3.1)

F (sD
2 )) = q2

(3.2)

Preference uncertainty is resolved after applying but before enrollment. Students who got admitted to more
than one college have the option to enroll in their most preferred college, leaving a seat vacant at the least
preferred college. Total enrollment in C1 is given by three groups of students i) the students who could have
been admitted to C2 but did not have the resources to apply, ii) those who applied and were admitted to
both C1 and C2 but preferred C1 , and iii) those who got admitted only to C1 . Enrollment in C2 is given
by the students who have the resources, applied, got admitted to C2 , and prefer C2 over C1 . We use EiD to
denote the mass of students enrolled in college i when they use a decentralized admission system. Enrollment
masses are as follows:
E1D = (1

n)(1

F (sD
2 )) + np(1
E2D = n(1

p)(1

D
F (sD
2 )) + F (s2 )

F (sD
2 ))

F (sD
1 )

(3.3)
(3.4)

The basic consequences of the decentralized admission system on enrollment are summarized in the
following proposition.
Proposition 1. In the decentralized admission system, total enrollment is q1 and there are q2 students that
would like to be enrolled in either college and that would be admitted, but did not get a seat in the admission
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process.
Proof. Direct addition of equations (3) and (4) reveal that total enrollment is equal to q1 . Since being
unassigned has a value of zero, every student would like to being admitted to a college. At the moment of
enrollment, college C1 finds out that (1

p)q2 admitted students did not enroll. Similarly, C2 discovers that

pq2 admitted students did not enroll. Hence, there are q2 students that would be admitted after enrollment
decisions have been made.
We call ineﬃcient assignments those admissions given to students that later do not enroll, (1

p)q2 for

C1 and pq2 for C2 . Colleges’ and students’ (ex-post) welfare follow directly from the enrollment equations.
We measure colleges’ utility by the number of admitted students, weighted by their score. This metric takes
into account both the quantity and quality of enrolled students. Students’ welfare is measure by the utility
D
D
D
they obtain from enrolling in a particular college. uD
1 , u2 represent C1 and C2 payoﬀs, respectively. un , u1

n

represent aggregate students welfare for the wealthy and non-wealthy students, respectively.

uD
1

= (1

n + np)

ˆ

uD
2 = n(1

uD
n = n(1
uD
1
3.2.2

n

= (1

n)(1

1

xf (x)dx +
sD
2

p)

ˆ

ˆ

sD
2

xf (x)dx
sD
1

(3.5)

1

(3.6)

xf (x)dx
sD
2

1
D
F (sD
2 ))u + n(F (s2 )

F (sD
2 ))up + (1

F (sD
1 ))up

n)(F (sD
2 )

F (sD
1 ))up

(3.7)
(3.8)

Centralized enrollment outcomes

This section analyses the outcomes of a centralized admission system, the student proposing Gale-Shapley
algorithm. Let s2

s1 be the cutoﬀ scores of each college. Applying to the centralized system is denoted

as applying to C and has no cost. In the centralized admission process, students can send their college
preferences and apply to both C1 and C2 in order of preference. In this section, it is assumed that the
preference uncertainty is resolved before applying; thus, the preferences list reflects true ex-post preferences.
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Application behavior is as follows.
All students with score s

s1 apply to college C by sending their preference ranking over C1 and C2 . In

the centralized system, admission and enrollment coincide; thus the mass of students enrolled in each college
C
and the cutoﬀ scores are defined by the same equations. The equilibrium cutoﬀ scores sC
1 , s2 and enrollment

masses E1C , E2C are defined by:

E1C = p(1

C
F (sC
2 )) + F (s2 )

E2C = (1

F (sC
1 ) = q1

F (sC
2 )) = q2

p)(1

(3.9)
(3.10)

The left hand side of these equations describes enrollment. Total enrollment in C1 is given by the students
who i) could have been admitted to C2 but preferred C1 and ii) those who got admitted only to C1 . Enrollment
in C2 is given by the students who got admitted to C2 . The allocation of students to colleges is eﬃcient.
Colleges’ and students’ aggregated payoﬀs are as follows:

uC
1

=p

ˆ

1

xf (x)dx +
sC
2

uC
2 = (1
uC
n = n(1
uC
1

n

= (1

n)(1

ˆ

p)

ˆ

sC
2

(3.11)

xf (x)dx
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1
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(3.12)

xf (x)dx
sC
2

1
C
F (sC
2 ))u + n(F (s2 )
1
F (sC
2 ))u + (1

F (sC
1 ))up

n)(F (sC
2)

F (sC
1 ))up

(3.13)
(3.14)

Proposition 2. The centralized admission system produces an eﬃcient enrollment outcome.
Proof. Let E be the outcome of the centralized admission system and suppose E 0 is another enrollment
outcome that Pareto dominates E. Hence there is a mass of students that have a diﬀerent enrollment in
E than in E 0 . Consider this to be the case for E10 \ E1 ; other cases are analogous. This group of students
strictly prefer C1 over their assignment in E. Hence they were rejected by C1 during the admission process.
It follows that all of these students have strictly lower scores than students E10 \ E1 . In addition, E10 \ E1
mass is at most the mass of E10 \ E1 . However, u(E10 )
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3.3

Equilibrium analysis

The existence of eﬃciency gains with the adoption of a centralized admission system seems to suggest that
colleges, in general, will have a natural tendency to centralized. However, this is not the case. In fact, just
the opposite is true. A lot of admission systems are run independently and sometimes centralization occurs
after there is intervention by a policy maker. In this section we study when colleges have incentives to join
a centralized admission system.
Motivated by the Chilean setting, we introduce the two additional assumptions into our equilibrium
analysis. In Chile, there are CRUCH colleges that are very desirable for their quality, hence there are wealthy
students that prefer to apply and enroll in those colleges. In this model, CRUCH colleges are represented
by C1 . Thus we assume that C1 is of suﬃcient quality to attract wealthy students, i.e. 1

n  p. Another

feature of the Chilean setting that we include in our analysis is shown in Panel A of Figure 3, the cutoﬀ
scores of Type 2 colleges decreased after they joined the centralized system, but not to the level of CRUCH
cutoﬀs before centralization. Hence we assume that C2 is also of suﬃcient quality i.e.

q2
q1

1

p.

Proposition 3. Cutoﬀ scores are characterized as follows:
• Suppose there are enough wealthy students i.e.

q2
q1

C
D
D
 n, then sC
1  s2 and s1  s2 .

• Suppose there are enough wealthy students and C1 is of suﬃcient quality i.e. 1
• Suppose there are enough wealthy students and C2 is of suﬃcient quality i.e.

q2
q1

D
n  p, then sC
2  s2 .

1

C
p, then sD
1  s2 .

Proof. Direct comparison of equations (1), (2), (9) and (10).
We analyze equilibrium behavior next. The two colleges play a simultaneous game: C1 and C2 have to
decide whether or not to join a centralized admission system. The equilibrium of this game depends on p, the
proportion of students that prefer C1 . When p is large (close to 1/2), it is common knowledge that students
regard C1 and C2 as having the same quality (we assume that preferences are derived from quality) since half
of the population prefers one to the other. In this case, ineﬃcient assignments are equally distributed and
eﬃciency gains equally captured; hence, both C1 and C2 have an incentive to join a centralized admission
system. When p is small (close to 0), C2 suﬀers little ineﬃciency (the ineﬃciencies suﬀered by C1 are the
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greatest), and joining a centralized matching does not allows C2 to capture any eﬃciency gain; hence, C2
would not join the centralized system.
When C1 has decided to join, C2 faces incentives characterized by the following function:

J2 (n, p) = (1

p)(1

n)

ˆ

1

xf (x)dx + (1
sD
2

p)

ˆ

sD
2

xf (x)dx
sC
2

(3.15)

J2 (n, p) is the diﬀerence in payoﬀ between joining the centralized admission system and remaining decentralized for college C2 . When college C2 joins the centralized system with college C1 , it gains access to
high-scoring students who would be enrolled in college C1 if the system were decentralized. In addition, the
eﬃcient centralized system would avoid the admission of students who would not enroll later on, expanding
the possibility of admitting students with scores below the decentralized cutoﬀ score.
Proposition 4. Suppose there are enough wealthy students and the cost of organizing the centralized market
´ sD
is low i.e. M  J2 (n, p) and M  s1C xf (x)dx J2 (n, p) = J1 (n, p), then it is a Nash equilibrium (NE) for
1

C1 and C2 to join a centralized admission system.

Proof. Follows directly from the definition of J2 (n, p) and J1 (n, p).
J1 (n, p) identifies the incentives faced by college C1 . When C1 and C2 run a centralized admission system,
C1 can admit students who were previously rejected because of the admission of high-scoring students who
eventually did not enroll. However, C1 loses its exclusivity with high-scoring-low-income students who can
only apply to it. In addition, C1 loses students who would be rejected by C2 in the decentralized system but
are admitted in the centralized system due to the more eﬃcient process. We begin our equilibrium analysis
with the symmetric case: C1 and C2 are identical in all respects with the exception of p. In all cases, the
cost of organizing the centralized system needs to be below certain threshold i.e. a high cost of organizing
the market could prevent the centralization even if, absent the cost, both colleges would like to join the
centralized admission system. In this case, the threshold is half the total college utility to be gained i.e.
´
1 1 q
1
(t)dt.
2 1 2q F
Proposition 5. Suppose both colleges C1 and C2 are identical in all respects but their probability of
being preferred, i.e. every student can aﬀord both types of colleges n = 1 and both have the same quotas
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q1 = q2 = q. Suppose the cost of organizing a centralized admission system is less than
Then there are two types of equilibria:

1
2

´1

q
1 2q

F

1

(t)dt.

• If M < min{J1 (1, p) : p 2 [0, 12 ]}, then there is p⇤ such that for all p 2 [p⇤ , 12 ] C1 and C2 organizing a
centralized admission system is a Nash equilibrium (type 1).
• If M

min{J1 (1, p) : p 2 [0, 12 ]}, then there are p1 , p2 and p3 such that for all p 2 [p1 , p2 ] [ [p3 , 12 ] C1

and C2 organizing a centralized admission system is a Nash equilibrium (type 2).
(1,p)
Proof. The first and second derivatives of J2 with respect to p are as follows, respectively: @J2@p
= F 1 (1
´
2
1 q
q
q
2 (1,p)
F 1 (t)dt and @ J@p
= (1 p)3 f (F q1 (1 q )) < 0. Direct evaluation reveals that J2 (1, 12 ) =
q
2
1 p)1 p
1
1

J1 (1,0)
2

and

1

p

@J2 (1,0)
@p

p

> 0. If M < min{J1 (1, p) : p 2 [0, 12 ]}, then C1 would like to join a centralized admission

system with C2 for all p. If

@J2 (1, 12 )
@p

0; then J2 (1, p) is a continuous and strictly increasing function in the

interval [0, 12 ]; thus, there is p⇤ such that M = J2 (1, p⇤ ) and J2 (1, p)
there is p⇤⇤ 2 (0, 12 ) such that

@J2 (1,p
@p

⇤⇤

)

M for all p

p⇤ . If

@J2 (1, 12 )
@p

< 0, then

= 0. J2 (1, p) is a strictly increasing function in the interval [0, p⇤⇤ ];

thus, there is p1 such that M = J2 (1, p1 ) and J2 (1, p)

M for all p

p1 . If M

min{J1 (1, p) : p 2 [0, 12 ]},

then necessarily J1 (1, p) is a strictly decreasing function in the interval [0, p⇤⇤ ] and strictly increasing in the
interval [p⇤⇤ , 12 ]; thus, there are p2 and p3 such that M = J1 (1, p2 ) = J1 (1, p3 ) such that J1 (1, p)
p  p2 and for all p

M for all

p3 .

Both equilibria confirm the basic intuition. When colleges are of equal quality, half the population
likes one better than the other; then ineﬃcient matches are evenly distributed in the decentralized system,
and the eﬃciency gains created by the adoption of a centralized admission system are equally captured.
Equilibrium type 1 confirms the converse intuition: when p is small, then C1 would benefit a lot from
running a centralized admission system; C2 , however, gains little since it suﬀers little ineﬃciency as most
admitted students actually enroll. Equilibrium type 2 also confirms the basic intuition: when p is close
to

1
2

but it also displays centralization for an interior region. In this region, C1 faces similar incentives as

in equilibrium type 1, but now C2 also benefits from joining because the students who are enrolled in the
centralized admission system have a high score.
When not all students are wealthy, n < 1, a new kind of equilibrium arises. If the cost of centralization
is low enough, equilibrium type 1 prevails. However, if the cost of running a centralized system is high, then
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C1 might find it in its best interest not to invite C2 to join because that would imply losing good students
who are accessible only to C1 .
´1 q
Proposition 6. Suppose that there are enough wealthy students, n < 1, M < 12 1 q11 q2 F 1 (t)dt and n > n’
´1 q
´1
´1
such that 1 q11 q2 F 1 (t)dt = 2[ 1 q2 F 1 (t)dt n0 1 q2 F 1 (t)dt]; then the equilibria are as follows:
n0

• If M < min{J1 (1, p) : p 2 [0, 12 ]}, then there is p⇤ such that for all p 2 [p⇤ , 12 ] C1 and C2 organizing a
centralized admission system is a Nash equilibrium (type 1).
• If J1 (1, 12 )

M

min{J1 (1, p) : p 2 [0, 12 ]}, then there are p1 , p2 , p3 such that for all p 2 [p1 , p2 ][[p3 , 12 ]

C1 and C2 organizing a centralized admission system is a Nash equilibrium (type 2).
• If M

J1 (1, 12 ), then there are p4 , p5 such that for all p 2 [p4 , p5 ] C1 and C2 organizing a centralized

admission system is a Nash equilibrium (type 3).
´1 q
Proof. The assumption about n guarantees that J2 (n, 0) < 12 1 q11 q2 F 1 (t)dt < J1 (n, 0). Direct computa´1 q
tion shows that J1 (n, 12 ) < 12 1 q11 q2 F 1 (t)dt < J2 (n, 12 ). Since J2 is a concave function (derivative given
in proposition 4), there is p⇤ 2 (0, 1/2] such that J2 is a continuous and strictly increasing function. Thus,
there is p⇤⇤ 2 (0, p⇤ ) such that J2 (n, p⇤⇤ ) = J1 (n, p⇤⇤ ). If M < min{J1 (1, p) : p 2 [0, 12 ]}, then there is p⇤
such that for all p 2 [p⇤ , 12 ] both J2 (n, p)

M and I(n, p)

M . If J1 (1, 12 )

M

min{J1 (1, p) : p 2 [0, 12 ]},

then there are p1 , p2 and p3 defined by M = J2 (n, p1 )=J1 (n, p2 ) = I(n, p3 ) such that p1 < p2 < p⇤ < p3 . If
M

J1 (n, 1/2), then there are p4 , p5 such that for all p 2 [p4 , p5 ] such that M = J2 (n, p4 ) = J1 (n, p5 ) and

p1 < p2 < p⇤ .
We next analyze matches between students and colleges. High-income students will be denoted as H
students and low-income students as L students. Based on their test scores, we classify students into 4
groups. Group 1 consists of students whose test score is higher than the cutoﬀ of type 2 colleges before type
2 colleges joined the centralized system (i.e.sD
2 ). Group 2 consists of students whose test score is between
D
D
C
sC
2 and s2 . Group 3 consists of students whose test score is between s1 and s2 . Group 4 includes students
D
whose test score is between sC
1 and s1 . We denote by Ig , students in income group I 2 H, L belonging to

test score group g 2 1, 2, 3, 4. The centralization of the college admission aﬀects each group as follows:
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• H1 – There is no change in matching quality for these students. Before type 2 joined the centralized
system, these students were able to enroll in their most favorite college by using multiple applications.
In the centralized system, their score is all they need to get into their most favorite college.
• L1 – These students are matched to better colleges after type 2 colleges join the centralized system.
Only the fraction for whom a type 2 college is better obtains this benefit. Their benefit comes directly
from the lower application costs.
• H2 – These students are matched to better colleges after type 2 colleges join the centralized system.
Only the fraction for whom a type 2 college is better obtains this benefit. These students benefit from
the more eﬃcient centralized system.
• L2 - These students are matched to better colleges after type 2 colleges join the centralized system.
Only the fraction for whom a type 2 college is better obtains this benefit. These students benefit from
the more eﬃcient centralized system.
• H3 - There is no change in matching quality for these students. Their score is not high enough to be
admitted to type 2 colleges; hence, there are matches to CRUCH colleges in both systems.
• L3 - There is no change in matching quality for these students. Their score is not high enough to be
admitted to type 2 colleges; hence, there are matches to CRUCH colleges in both systems.
• H4 – These students get into a better college under the centralized system. Before centralization, these
students were admitted by type 3 colleges and by CRUCH colleges after the change.
• L4 – These students also get into a better college after the change, but the increase is bigger than for
H4 students, since they go from no-college to CRUCH colleges.
3.4 Application to the Chilean Setting and Testable Implications
We analyze the equilibrium characterization in the context of the Chilean setting. First, we consider what
may account for the fact that CRUCH universities formed a centralized admission system in the first place.
In our model, p, the share of students who prefer college 1 the most, is suﬃciently close to ½; then C1 will
invite the rest of schools and may form a coalition. In the context of real college admission, we can view
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this condition as the one in which college quality is suﬃciently homogeneous across CRUCH universities.
We will examine this condition by comparing college quality in 1967, when the centralized admission system
was established. Second, we consider what may account for the fact that the CRUCH invited the rest of the
universities in 2012, more than a decade after the non-CRUCH universities were established. In the context of
the model, we can consider C1 as CRUCH as a whole, C2 as the 8 non-CRUCH that joined the coordination,
and the rest of the non-CRUCH as outside options that are dominated by C1 and C2 . When enough students
prefer CRUCH universities to other universities (i.e., suﬃciently high p), there is little incentive to invite them
since there are only a small mass of students who would have been admitted to CRUCH but were not. If the
8 non-CRUCH colleges increased in quality over time, students started to prefer those over CRUCH colleges,
implying p’s decrease. Therefore, eventually p reached a level at which joining a centralized admission system
was the best for both types of colleges. With data, we will examine the extent to which college qualities
are comparable between CRUCH and non-CRUCH. The data will show that on average both CRUCH and
the 8 non-CRUCH should be better oﬀ after the 2012 change. Third, all else being equal, the 2012 change
will improve student welfare, much more so for the students of low socioeconomic status. In our model, the
centralized admission improves eﬃciency relative to the decentralized admission because it eliminates oﬀers
that are not accepted by applicants and thus are not filled. This prediction implies, in the Chilean context,
that on average applicants can get admission to a more prestigious option (i.e., a specific combination of
college and major) due to the 2012 change. In our model, this positive eﬀect on applicants is larger for those
who could not aﬀord application costs of C2 because under the centralized admission, they can no longer pay
application costs. Relatedly, removing the application costs will increase the enrollment of those students in
C2 .

4

Data, Sample, and Empirical Strategy

In testing our model predictions, we use both qualitative and quantitative analyses depending on data
availability. Specifically, examining Prediction 1 requires historical information from the 1960s, and we
rely on existing studies for this analysis because there is no data source we can access. In contrast, the rest
of the predictions require recent information, which we can directly test using the data below.
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4.1

Data Source

We compile our sample for the 2007-2013 college admission cycles, based on administrative datasets from three
diﬀerent sources: CNED (Consejo Nacional de Educación), SIES (Servicio de Información de Educación
Superior ), and DEMRE (Departamento de Evaluación, Medición y Registro Educacional ).9 The CNED
provides major level information such as number of faculty members, amenities a college oﬀers, tuition,
and expected duration of study. The SIES provides university enrollee information. Specifically, we obtain
information on students who were freshmen at a university between 2007 and 2013. For each college enrollee,
we observe his/her PSU score, major and university, high school GPA, age, residential location, and type of
high school (private, private with voucher, or public).10 Finally, the DEMRE provides information on the
students’ application behaviors in terms of the universities participating in the centralized matching. This
information includes each applicant’s PSU score, socio-economics characteristics, and, more importantly, the
rank order of options.

4.2

Sample and Outcome Variables

We construct a dataset covering 55 universities, 25 CRUCH and 30 non-CRUCH, and all students who
enrolled at one of the universities between 2007 and 2013. The 4 non-CRUCH universities operating as of
2013 are omitted from our data.11 The reason is that one non-CRUCH was established in 2012 and thus
lacks information prior to the admission system change. As for the remaining 3 non-CRUCH universities,
one of which joined the centralized matching, the SIES does not include the information on their enrollees.
Our outcomes of interest are quality of enrollees, for university-level analyses, and prestige of an option
for which a student was able to enroll, for student-level analyses. For the former, we characterize an enrollee’s
quality as his/her PSU score, defined as the simple average between the scores in the math and language
subjects. We use this measure do student quality for two reasons. First, since the math and language subjects
9 The SIES is compiled by the Chilean Ministry of Education. The DEMRE is an administrative body within the Universidad
de Chile that develops and administers the PSU and runs the centralized matching system. CNED is an independent and
autonomous public organization that licenses new universities and provides assistance to the Ministry of Education when
implementing new educational policies.
10 School types are highly correlated with students’ socioeconomic background. Wealthier students typically attend private
schools without vouchers, and poorer students typically attend public schools. See Elacqua and Santos (2013) for details.
11 The three non-CRUCH universities that lack enrollee information are Universidad Mayor (which joined the centralized
system), Universidad Gabriela Mistral, and Universidad los Leones. The university established in 2012 is Universidad la
Araucana.
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are mandatory the simple average is a statistic that can be computed for all students. Second, and since the
weight that each program puts to each of the four subjects varies program by program, students can easily
be compared to each by looking at their math and language scores. Finally, this statistics is widely used for
oﬃcial purposes. For example, the government grants a subsidy, called AFI, to all institutions enrolling the
top 27.500 PSU scores, and uses the average between math and language to rank students.
A college’s utility is defined as the sum of enrollee’s PSU scores. For the prestige of an option, we construct
a relative ranking of an option across all available options as follows. Across the three-year period (2007 to
2009), we take the average of an option’s minimum PSU scores (i.e., cutoﬀs) with which an applicant could
get the admission to the option in a given year. We then sort options in ascending order and use the percentile
into which an option falls (among the distribution of the average cutoﬀs) as our measure of “prestige”. In our
sample, we have on average 1,467 unique options in a given academic year. The option whose prestige is 1 in
our prestige index ranked the lowest, while the option whose prestige is 100 ranked the highest. We decide
to use this statistic for student outcomes for two reasons. One reason is practicality. That is, if we knew
applicants’ preferences across options from CRUCH and non-CRUCH universities, we could construct an
alternative statistic based on the preference ranking. However, we can infer students’ preferences only from
applications through centralized matching (CRUCH and some of non-CRUCH after the change). Therefore,
for about 31.2% percent of options as of 2012 (i.e., share of type 3 options out of all options in 2012) we do
not have relevant information, making it diﬃcult to analyze student outcomes. In Section 6, we will present
our measure of prestige and students’ preference rankings reported in the centralized matching. In sum,
the two are highly correlated, supporting the relevance of our prestige variable. The other reason concerns
labor market opportunities. Although our measure of prestige does not incorporate an individual-specific
preference over options, it may reflect average monetary returns from college education either because students
on average apply more to the well-paying options, pushing the PSU scores of admitted students higher, and/or
because as the ranking is well correlated with the average cognitive skills of admitted students, students may
use it as signaling device to get better labor market outcomes after college graduate.
Table 1 reports summary statistics for Chilean universities. In our sample period, 2010 to 2013, our
dataset includes 25 CRUCH universities and 30 non-CRUCH universities (Panels A and B, respectively). In
general, the two groups of universities are comparable in terms of the number of newly enrolled students
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and average PSU scores among enrollees. Although CRUCH universities on average impose smaller tuition
fees and oﬀer more majors than non-CRUCH, there exist sizable variations within each group, resulting
from suﬃcient overlaps in distribution of each characteristic. However, we observe noticeable diﬀerences
in terms of the share of students residing in metropolitan areas and the types of high schools enrollees
graduated from. Specifically, on average, 42 percent of enrollees in CRUCH universities resided in the three
most heavily populated regions (Metropolitan Region, V Region and VIII Region), which is where the three
largest metropolitan areas are located: Santiago, Valparaíso-Viña del Mar and Concepción, respectively.
This is roughly 30 percentage points lower compared to average non-CRUCH universities. This diﬀerence
may be driven by two factors: one is that the most non-CRUCH universities are located in the metropolitan
areas. The other is that to apply to a non-CRUCH university, an applicant has to be physically present at
the university, implying that students residing in the metropolitan areas may find it easier to apply to one
compared to their counterparts who have to travel.
Regarding high schools, we classify high schools into three groups – private, voucher, and public. The
share of enrollees who graduated from a private high school is much higher in non-CRUCH universities
compared to CRUCH universities. It is important to highlight that the types of high school a student
attends is well correlated with his/her parental background and also that school quality may substantially
vary across types.12
Private high schools are the most expensive, followed by voucher schools (similar to charter schools in
the US), and then public high schools. Naturally, parents who send their children to private schools are
mostly well oﬀ compared to those who send their children to voucher or public schools (see Bravo et al. 2010,
Hernando and Gallego 2008, Elacqua 2012).
Table 2 reports summary statistics of college enrollees between 2010 and 2013. Panel A reports the average
12 Our empirical analysis uses the ownership of each high school as a proxy for the socio-economic status of their students.
High schools can be private with no subsidies (high socioeconomic status (SES)), private with voucher (Medium SES) and
public (low SES). This SES measure has been largely used in the Chilean context to characterize SES. To show the relevance
of our approach to the Chilean context, we obtain the additional data from the Ministry of Education of Chile (MOE). For
each high school, the MOE collects the following student information: mother’s years of schooling, father’s years of schooling,
family income and student vulnerability. A student is classified as vulnerable if she lives in extreme poverty according to the
government’s standard. Each variable is averaged at the school level and then schools are clustered into the five SES categories:
High, Medium High, Medium, Medium-Low, and Low. Therefore, a high school’s category does not depend directly on the high
school ownership type, but rather on the characteristics of its students. The table below shows the distribution of high school
types given an SES category using the 2012 MOE data. For example, among the lowest SES high schools, public high schools
account for 79%, while the remaining 21% are voucher high schools.
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characteristics of college enrollees depending on the types of high schools they graduated from (columns 1 to
3). Our dataset includes over 0.4 million enrollees. Twenty percent of the enrollees graduated from private
high schools, and voucher high school graduates account for 54 percent. To get a sense of the selection into
college, we report the ratio of college enrollees over the total number of high school seniors in a given type
of high schools. Note that the ratio may exceed 100 percent because high school graduates may take some
time oﬀ before applying to college. The reported ratio in the second row shows that the share of high school
graduates enrolling in a university is much larger at private high schools, followed by voucher schools and
then public high schools. We use both raw PSU scores and standardized scores, i.e., standardized PSU scores
among new enrollees in each year. There is a noticeable diﬀerence in average test scores of enrollees between
private high schools and the rest. However, the variation within a type is so large that the distributions of
enrollees’ scores overlap. Panel B reports the average characteristics of the options enrollees signed up for
in the period 2010-2013. Students from private high schools enrolled in relatively better-ranked programs
(higher prestige) and were much more likely to enroll a non-CRUCH college. On the other hand, students
coming from voucher and public schools were substantially less likely to enroll a college that joined the
centralized system in 2012.

4.3

Empirical Strategy

We use two strategies to examine model predictions. One is based on simple statistics comparing the outcomes
before and after the 2011 admission system change. Specifically, we split our data into two periods: 2010-2011
and 2012-2013. The period between 2012 and 2013 is under the new college admission regime, in which the
8 non-CRUCH universities joined the centralized matching (i.e., post-period). We select the same number
of years right before the change, i.e., 2010 and 2011, to study the decisions and outcomes of universities
and students under the old admission system (i.e., pre-period). Comparing the pre- and post- periods can
help us understand the impact of the change in the college admission system on students and universities.
In our analysis, we present two sets of results – one based on summary statistics and the other based on
regression analysis. Although the results are consistent across the two sets, the former is straightforward,
informing us about the overall trends, while the latter can control for various diﬀerences in characteristics
among universities and college applicants.
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We acknowledge that our empirical strategies do not guarantee causal inference of the policy impacts.
That is, factors other than the 2012 policy change may account for some of the diﬀerences between the preand post- period. We employ two methods to examine the severity of this concern. The first is to show that
there is no time trend before the 2012 change. For this purpose, we use the rest of sample period (i.e., 2007
to 2009) and show that between the 2007-2009 and 2010 and 2011 periods, there is no systematic change in
outcomes (conditional on some controls). The second method is to document that there is no other policy
change that may account for our findings.

5

Empirical Findings

5.1

CRUCH’s incentives for adoption and expansion of the centralized admission

First, we examine what motivated CRUCH to form a centralized admission system in the first place. At
the time CRUCH universities decided to institute centralized matching, they were highly concentrated.
Specifically, in 1967, there were only 8 CRUCH universities that later were split into 25 universities13 .
Among these 8 universities, 2 public universities comprised 60 percent of the student enrollees; the remaining
6 universities, which were private, were controlled by the Catholic Church in Chile14 . The higher education
sector was relatively small and mostly elites had access to it. There was a high degree of homogeneity in
terms of student socio-economic and cultural background, and overall universities were comparable to one
another in most respects (see Bernasconi and Rojas, 2003). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume two groups
of universities, that are comparable to each other in terms of student share, to compete against each other.
Next, we consider the CRUCH’s incentives and the timing of inviting non-CRUCH to join the centralized
admission system. As most non-CRUCH universities were established by 1990, the CRUCH universities
could have invited them to join their centralized matching much earlier. However, they did not do so until
2012. In our theoretical framework, we show that the net benefit of inviting non-CRUCH increases if the
13 The year 1967 coincides with the time when the Chilean government introduced a standardized college entrance test called
“Prueba de Aptitud Académica (PAA).” The PAA is a predecessor of PSU: both were multiple choice exams.
14 The two public universities are Universidad de Chile and Universidad Técnica del Estado. The six private universities
are Pontifica Universidad Católica de Chile, Universidad Católica del Norte, Universidad Católica de Valparaíso Universidad
Austral, Universidad Técnica Federico Santa María, Universidad de Concepción.
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non-CRUCH play a bigger role when CRUCH compete for a similar student body against non-CRUCH.
In this section, we present evidence supporting that this is indeed the case15 . Figure 2 shows the market
share of the non-CRUCH universities relative to the CRUCH. The dashed line represents the average size
of non-CRUCH universities measured by the number of enrollees, while the dotted line represents that of
CRUCH universities. Overall, the number of enrollees has been increasing in both CRUCH and non-CRUCH
universities because the college enrollment rate in Chile has been steadily growing16 . However, the nonCRUCH universities show faster growth compared to CRUCH universities (i.e., steeper slope), leading to the
rise in their share among college enrollees, from 15.2% percent in 1990 to 54.1% percent in 2013 (solid line
in Figure 1). Figure 3 shows the quality of enrollees that CRUCH and non-CRUCH universities attracted
over time. Specifically, we calculate the average PSU scores among enrollees in a given year and university
and take the weighted average across universities among CRUCH or non-CRUCH groups, with the weights
based on the number of enrollees. We also plot the 5th to 95th percentile of the average PSU scores with
the line graph. Figure 3 shows that the CRUCH’s distribution of the PSU scores overlap with those of the
non-CRUCH schools, particularly with those who joined the centralized admission in 2012.

5.2

Non-CRUCH’s incentive to participate in the centralized admission

As our theoretical model illustrates, the benefit for a non-CRUCH to join the centralized system arises when
the non-CRUCH competes against CRUCH to attract students. Therefore, among non-CRUCH universities,
those that are comparable to CRUCH are more likely to join the centralized matching system. Our data
shows that indeed that is the case. Specifically, we compare average characteristics of universities among
CRUCH, the 7 non-CRUCH that joined the centralized matching, and the remaining non-CRUCH that did
15 We obtained the minutes of meetings among CRUCH universities that took place on January 11, 2011 and April 5, 2011
(Sessions 521 and 523). The minutes of the January meeting state that the CRUCH has the mission of guaranteeing that
students and their families have access to accurate information in terms of the number of vacancies and minimum scores among
enrollees. They also state that college admission outcomes should be based only on merit. In Spanish, the sentences read as
below: "...los Rectores consideran que el Consejo de Rectores tiene la misión de proponer políticas al sistema universitario
en su conjunto. Al mismo tiempo, que les cabe la responsabilidad de garantizar information y calidad a los estudiantes y sus
familias", and "..al mismo tiempo se vota la decisión de invitar a las universidades privadas a integrarse al sistema de admisión
del CRUCH, con explicitación de vacantes, puntajes de corte y admisión única según los méritos de los estudiantes."
16 For example, the gross college enrollment rate, defined as "total enrollment in tertiary education (ISCED 5 to 8), regardless
of age, expressed as a percentage of the total population of the five-year age group following on from secondary school leaving,"
was 20.9 % in 1991, 37,2% in 2000, and 78.6 percent in 2013. (The World Bank Databank)
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not join17 . Herein, we refer to them as Types 1 to 3, respectively. Columns 1 to 3 of Table 3 report the average
characteristics of universities across types. The first two groups are on average comparable to each other,
while the CRUCH and the non-CRUCH that decided not to join the matching are much more diﬀerent from
each other. The diﬀerences between the first two groups are often statistically insignificant at conventional
levels, while the diﬀerences between the first and the last groups are significant at the 1 percent level, except
for a few cases.

5.3

Payoﬀs of Universities

This section examines the outcomes of the CRUCH and the 7 non-CRUCH universities when they joined
the centralized matching. Given that these universities voluntarily adopted the system change, the change
would benefit them. First consider CRUCH universities. We calculate the prevalence of applicants who got
admitted but did not enroll, implying that, from a college’s point of view, those seats were wasted, lowering
its payoﬀs. Using the application data, we calculate the list of applicants who got an admission from CRUCH
using the Gale-Shapley algorithm. Figure 4 shows the PSU distribution of students who applied to and got
the admission from a CRUCH university (labeled “application”) and that of students who actually accepted
the oﬀer (labeled “enrollment”). The diﬀerence between the two distributions is the number of seats that could
have been filled by other students but were wasted, implying the costs from a college’s point of view. Panel A
presents graphs for 2010 and 2011, before the change, and Panel B shows the graphs for 2012 and 2013, after
the centralization expanded. These graphs illustrate that the number of unfilled seats dramatically decreased
after the 2012 change. For example, in 2011, 14.8% of oﬀers were rejected by applications (i.e., the share
of white areas relative to the outer distribution in 2011). In contrast, in 2012, that share decreased by half
(7.7%). Next, we use regression analyses to measure payoﬀs of CRUCH as well as non-CRUCH universities.
Again, consistent with our theoretical model, we measure a university’s payoﬀ by the simple sum of the
enrollees’ PSU scores. From 2010 to 2013, we regress the sum of the PSU scores of a college’s enrollees on a
college-specific dummy (i.e., college fixed eﬀects), year dummy, and the interaction terms between whether
a college admission took place after the 2012 change and the types of colleges. Specifically, we estimate the
17 One university that joined the system, "Universidad Mayor ", did not report the information to the Ministry of Education.
This is why our empirical analysis only includes 7 out of 8 non-CRUCH universities that joined the system.
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following regression model:

Yc,t = ↵ +

i

(5.1)

⇥ P ostt ⇥ 1(T ypec = i) + ✓c + µt + "c,t

where Yc,t is the payoﬀ of college c whose type is i in year t , and P ostt is a dummy equal to 1 if t

2012

(post-change period). T ypec is a categorical variable that specifies college c’s type, that is, 1 if college c is
CRUCH, 2 if one of the 8 non-CRUCH, and 3 for the rest of non-CRUCH and 1() is the indicator funtion.
Parameter ✓c captures a college-specific eﬀect (i.e., a college fixed eﬀect), and µt is year fixed eﬀect. The
parameter of interest is
3

i.

If our theoretical prediction holds, then

1

and

2

will be positive. Parameter

measures the change of payoﬀs among non-CRUCH that did not join the centralized admission. The

diﬀerence between

i

with i = 1, 2 and

3

captures the relative change in payoﬀs for CRUCH and the 8

non-CRUCH.
Table 4 presents three panels depending on the range of samples. Panel A uses the entire universities, while
Panels B and C use half of them depending on the initial quality of schools. Column (1) of Panel A shows
that, after the 2012 change, the average CRUCH payoﬀ slightly increased (i.e., 5.06) but the increase is not
statistically significant at conventional level, while the non-CRUCH universities that joined the centralized
admission (labeled “non-CRUCH: join”) on average increased their payoﬀs (i.e., 110.48), significant at the
10 percent level. In contrast, the non-CRUCH universities that did not join the centralized admission
substantially suﬀer by a reduction in their average payoﬀs that is substantially diﬀerent from zero at the 1
percent level. As this analysis does not account for the fact that there is a substantial diﬀerence in initial
quality among CRUCH schools, we divide the sample into two groups and repeat the regression analysis.
Panel B includes the top half of the universities based on the average PSU scores among enrollees prior to
our sample period (i.e., 2007 to 2009), while Panel C includes the remaining bottom 50% of schools. The top
50% group includes only some CRUCH and the non-CRUCH that joined the centralized admission (Type 2),
while the bottom 50% includes only the rest of CRUCH and the non-CRUCH that did not join the centralized
admission (Type3). Once we condition on the initial quality of schools, we can clearly see that the subset of
CRUCH universities that directly compete against the Type 2 non-CRUCH increased their payoﬀs (column
(1) of Panel B). The rest of CRUCH schools that compete the Type 3 non-CRUCH show a reduction in their
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payoﬀs but insignificantly.
Both sets of analyses suggest that, consistent with our theoretical model, CRUCH and the non-CRUCH
that joined the centralized admission benefit from the expansion of the centralized admission.

5.4

Student Outcomes

Our theoretical model predicts that, conditional on test scores, students facing high application costs are
disadvantageous relative to their counterparts with low costs. Specifically, they are less likely to apply to
colleges with separate applications, and due to the diﬀerence in application behaviors, they will be more
likely to enroll in a university and major that is less prestigious than the ones their counterparts enroll in.
However, when the set of universities covered by the centralized matching expands, this premium decreases.
In the Chilean setting, it is reasonable to assume that students whose parents are well enough oﬀ to cover the
deposit fees and those who live in metropolitan areas face smaller opportunity costs. To proxy for parental
background, we use high school type, expecting that private school graduates would be better oﬀ than the
rest. Figure 5 shows the existence of the premiums. Specifically, we classify students based on their PSU
scores (by decile) and high school type (private, public, and voucher). Conditional on a decile, the average
PSU scores are comparable across the three high school types. Figure 5 shows that even if students have
the same PSU scores, students from private schools were able to enroll in better-ranked options compared to
those from voucher or public schools. However, the gap is reduced in 2012-13 compared to 2010-11, especially
for middle-ranged students ranging from the third decile (D3) to the 8th decile (D8). Tables 5 and 6 present
the empirical analysis of students’ outcomes before and after the change. Specifically, we regress the prestige
of the option a student enrolled in as student’s PSU score, high school type, and other controls as follows:

Yi,t = ↵ +

⇥ Scorei,t +

⇥ HighSchooli,t + ⇥ P ostt ⇥ HighSchooli,t + ✓ ⇥ Xi,t + "i,t

(5.2)

where Yi,t is either the prestige of the program student i enrolls in year t (columns 1-3) or the probability
that student i enrolls at a Type 2 college in year i. Scorei,t is the PSU score of student i enrolls in year
t, HighSchooli is a categorical variable defining her high school type (private, voucher or public), Xi,t is a
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vector of student’s characteristic, including gender, age, location, and finally P ostt is a dummy equal to 1 if
t

2012 (post-reform period), which is interacted with the high school variable.
Table 5 (column (1)) shows that, after the change, students from public and voucher high schools enroll in

programs with a higher prestige (4.99 and 4.81 points, respectively), roughly 2.5 point higher than students
from private schools. Recall that our measure of prestige is based on relative ranking of an option, ranging
from 0 to 100. Therefore, the estimated results can be interpreted as follows. After the 2012 change, a student
from public high school is able to enroll in a college and major that ranked 5 percentile higher. Note that
students from private schools still benefit from the 2012 change in that the ranking of their enrolled options
increases by 2.6 percentile. This increase is due to the fact that fewer oﬀers are wasted after the 2012 change
(see Section V.3). We conduct the same analysis by splitting the samples depending on whether a student
resides in one of the three metropolitan areas (MA) where at least one of the 8 non-CRUCH universities
are located. Columns (2) and (3) show the results. In both groups, we find comparable improvement in
outcomes.
Columns (4) to (6) show the likelihood of enrolling in a non-CRUCH university that joined the centralized
admission. As we showed in Section V.3, those non-CRUCH schools increased the size of their enrollment.
The purpose of these analyses is to examine whether these seats are filled by students from a certain type
of high school more often or not. The estimated coeﬃcients show that students from voucher high schools
are more likely to enroll in a Type 2 non-CRUCH school relative to those from private or public schools.
However, the diﬀerence is not statistically significant at conventional levels. When we study students residing
in one of the three metropolitan areas (MA, column (6)), the eﬀect becomes statistically significant at the 1
percent level but the estimate is not statistically from the eﬀect on students from public schools (i.e., 0.009
vs. 0.007).

6

Discussion

In this section, we examine the sensitivity of our analysis with respect to our choice of student outcomes,
namely “prestige.” First, we construct our prestige ranking not based on average PSU scores among enrollees,
but based on two alternative statistics: the minimum and maximum PSU scores among enrollees in a given
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option. Table 6 presents the results, consistent with the baseline results reported in columns 1 to 3 of Table
5. Specifically, after the 2012 change, on average all students are able to enroll in a better-ranked options and
this positive impact is larger for students who graduated from voucher or public high schools as compared
to their counterparts who graduated from private high schools. Second, we examine the extent to which our
measure of prestige may reflect students’ preferences. Suppose that a student’s preference over options is
determined by the common and idiosyncratic components of an option. We consider the average PSU scores
as a proxy for the former, the value of an option that is commonly shared by college applicants. Therefore,
we view our empirical results regarding student outcomes as average impacts because students’ idiosyncratic
values of an option may be cancelled out across individuals. However, our argument will be valid if the
average PSU scores indeed well reflect the relative ranking of the value of common components. Specifically,
due to application costs for non-CRUCH universities, it is possible that an option may be well-demanded
by students but have a lower average PSU score than another option that is less preferred. That is, our
measure of prestige will be valid if search frictions do not alter the relative ranking of an option with respect
to the average PSU score. We examine this possibility using the application data as follows. Specifically, we
use the 2012 application information on CRUCH and the 8 non-CRUCH universities under the centralized
matching to compare students’ preference ranking with our measure of prestige. Recall that the Chilean
matching employs the student-proposed Deferred-Acceptance algorithm (or Gale-Shapley algorithm), under
which truth-telling is a dominant strategy for participants. Therefore, if our measure of prestige well reflects
students’ preferences, then it will be positively correlated with students’ preference ranking. To test this
possibility, for each option, we calculate the fraction of applicants who rank it as their best or second-best
option (i.e., rank number 1 or 2); the fraction of applicants who rank it as number 3 or 4; and 5 or above. By
construction, the sum of these three variables is one within option. We then regress our measure of prestige
on the former two variables. If our hypothesis is true, then the estimated coeﬃcient of % Ranking 1-2 will be
larger than that of % Ranking 3-4; and % Ranking 5-10 will be the smallest (which is out omitted category).
The regression results are reported in Table 7. In column (1), we regress our prestige on the two regressors;
we add field-fixed eﬀects in column (2); we add university-fixed eﬀects in column (3); and we use both fieldand university- fixed eﬀects in column (4). In all specifications, we find positive correlation of the ranking of
an option in the application data with our measure of prestige. For example, in column (1), the result shows
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that a one percentage point increase in the share of applicants who select an option as rank number 1 or 2,
while decreasing the share of those who rank it as number 5 or higher, is associated with a 0.984 increase in
our measure of prestige (2.0 percent). Similarly, a one percentage point increase in the share of applicants
who select an option as rank number 3 or 4, while decreasing the share of those who rank it as number 5 or
higher, is associated with a 0.977 increase in our measure of prestige (1.9 percent).

7

Conclusion

This paper examines schools’ incentives to voluntarily form a centralized admission system and to expand
the number of participants when application costs exist and a student’s ability to aﬀord these costs varies.
Our theoretical analysis shows that when application costs are suﬃciently large and colleges are comparable
enough in terms of their qualities, colleges may voluntarily adopt a centralized admission, and also that the
group of colleges using the centralized admission may expand the group by including new market participants.
Using administrative datasets from Chile, we show the relevance of the theoretical model in explaining the
evolution of college admission procedures. Furthermore, we empirically examine the consequences of an
expansion of the centralized admission in 2012. The expansion is beneficial not only to colleges that participate
in the centralized admission but also to applicants, particularly those of low socioeconomic status (SES), who
are able to enroll in higher quality schools. The impact on applicants is accounted for by the eﬃciency
improvement due to coordination among colleges, and also by the fact that applicants of low SES are less
likely to be able to aﬀord application costs in Chile. Our findings suggest that consideration of application
costs, or generally speaking search costs, may be important in examining potential benefits from a market
design intervention. When search costs are negligible, as in secondary school assignment problems in the US,
incentives for schools to adopt a centralized admission system can be small because doing so only increases
competition against other schools. In such a case, government intervention and associated compensation is
necessary. In contrast, our study suggests that a centralized system can be more adoptable in a market with
high search costs, such as developing countries or countries with high inequality. This paper also shows that
a market design policy can play an important role in reducing ineﬃciency and inequality. Chile’s expansion
of its centralized admission system in 2012 increased the fraction of seats allocated through the centralized
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admission from 47 percent to 63 percent. This suggests that a student can apply to a much wider set of
colleges without paying any application costs. This reduction in application costs is beneficial to students
in general, but much more so to students from a low socioeconomic background. Our findings suggest that
search costs aﬀect agents’ outcomes depending on the extent to which their resources cover the costs, even
if two agents are of equal quality. Reducing search costs using the centralized admission diminishes the role
of irrelevant characteristics, namely parental background, in determining the agents’ outcomes, which could
be useful to economies attempting to improve intergenerational mobility or representation of minorities in
higher education.
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Figure 1 Timeline of the Admission Process

Note: This figure illustrates the timeline of college admission processes in Chile. The top panel illustrates
the process of the universities that use the centralized matching system (namely, CRUCH until 2011 and
CRUCH and 8 non-CRUCH universities from 2012). The bottom panel illustrates the admission process of
the universities that join the centralized matching system.
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Note: The solid line shows the share of non-CRUCH universities out of new university enrollees in each
college admission cycle (left y-axis). The line marked with triangles (Δ) shows the average university size
(total enrollees) across CRUCH universities, while the line marked with circles (O) shows the average
university size across non-CRUCH universities (right y-axis). Source: SIES, Ministry of Education.
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Figure 3. Comparison: CRUCH vs. Non-CRUCH
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Note: The unit of observation is university by year. For each observation the average PSU (raw score) is
calculated. This figure shows the simple average of those averages among the 25 CRUCH (O), 7 nonCRUCH that joined the system in 2012 (u) and 23 non-CRUCH that did not join the system (Δ) for
different years. The 25th and 75th percentile are showed in bars.
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Note: The unit of observation is university by year. For each observation the number of new enrollees is
calculated (size). This figure shows the simple average of the size among the 25 CRUCH (O), 7 nonCRUCH that joined the system in 2012 (u) and 23 non-CRUCH that did not join the system (Δ) for
different years. The 25th and 75th percentile are showed in bars.
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Figure 4. CRUCH University’s Outcomes: Before and After the Change
Panel A. Before the Change
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Panel B. After the Change
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Figure 5 Student Outcomes: Before and After the Change
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and major) for which new enrollees signed up, depending on the types of high schools they graduated from.
The symbols – Δ , O and X – indicate private, voucher, and public high schools, respectively.
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Table 1. Universities: Summary Statistics (2010-2013)

Panel A. CRUCH
Tuition
Number of majors offered
No of newly enrolled students
Average PSU among enrollees
Sum of enrollee’s PSUs
Student composition (%)
- age over 20
- from 3 metropolitan areas
- from private schools
- from voucher schools
Panel B. Non-CRUCH
Tuition
Number of majors offered
No of newly enrolled students
Average PSU among enrollees
Sum of enrollee’s PSUs
Student composition (%)
- age over 20
- from 3 metropolitan areas
- from private schools
- from voucher schools

Average
(1)

S.D.
(2)

Min
(3)

Max
(4)

4,205.93
33.38
2,208.36
583.50
1,256.89

899.56
12.06
1400.52
43.88
882.01

2586.66
14.00
448.00
517.53
208.42

7027.80
67.00
6404.00
697.11
3826.13

24.49%
41.96%
11.26%
54.29%

6.66%
38.19%
13.28%
10.26%

10.08%
2.56%
0.52%
22.00%

41.80%
90.81%
62.58%
73.53%

6,656.17
26.04
2,779.46

1067.75
15.40
2620.42

4550.33
5.00
776.00

8203.91
63.00
9665.00

609.08
1,485.93

32.53
1273.86

556.14
382.16

659.24
4843.41

41.52%
70.11%
19.57%
49.53%

18.02%
18.41%
23.99%
17.54%

10.32%
20.15%
0.00%
6.62%

92.38%
91.21%
85.51%
78.57%

Note: The unit of observation is university by year (2010 to 2013), total of 220. The sample
include all 25 CRUCH universities and 30 non-CRUCH universities. Unweighted averages are
reported. Tuition is reported in 2009 USD. The 3 metropolitan areas are XIII (Metropolitan), VIII
Region (Concepción), and V Region (Valparaíso-Viña del Mar). “Students from private schools”
and “Students from subsidized schools” refer to the share of enrollees who graduated from a
private high school without any government subsidy, and from a voucher school, that is, a private
school whose tuition is subsidized by the Chilean government. The omitted category is a public
high school.
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Table 2. College Enrollees: Summary Statistics (2010-2013)
HS type
Panel A. Enrollees characteristics
Number of enrollees
(% of high school seniors)
PSU scores
- Raw
(std.)
- Standardized
(std.)
% in metropolitan areas (MA)
Panel B. Enrollment outcomes
Prestige: mean
(std.)
University type (%)
- CRUCH
- NC: join
- NC: not join
Location of university: college in MA (%)
- students from the MA
- students outside of the MA

Private
(1)

Voucher
(2)

Public
(3)

84,091

240,139

117,656

119.82%

71.00%

35.62%

633.71
(79.66)
0.76
(0.97)
78.80%

560.02
(73.62)
-0.14
(0.90)
63.96%

553.53
(79.09)
-0.22
(0.96)
54.49%

75.20
(25.41)

52.56
(29.15)

50.92
(29.63)

44.71%
40.82%
14.47%
99.09%
66.26%
75.20

47.69%
13.10%
39.20%
97.78%
28.22%
52.56

52.76%
7.93%
39.31%
97.15%
22.65%
50.92

Source: Authors calculations using data from SIES.
Note: Unit of observations is student who enrolled in a university between 2010 and 2013.
Metropolitan areas include students and universities located in regions V, VIII and XIII. “NC: join”
includes 7 (out of 8) non-CRUCH colleges that eventually join the coordinated assignment in 2012,
while “NC: not join” includes the rest of the non-CRUCH colleges (n=23).
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Table 3. Who Accepted the Invitation?
Types
Join the system (no. of universities)
Panel A. 2010-2011
No. majors offered
No. new enrollees
PSU of new enrollees*
- Mean: Raw
- Mean: Standardized
Sum of PSU
- Raw scores (x 1000)
- Standardized scores
Share of students aged over 20
Tuition (2009 USD)
Panel B. 2012-2013
No. majors offered
No. new enrollees
PSU of new enrollees*
- Mean: Raw
- Mean: Standardized
Sum of PSU
- Raw scores (x 1000)
- Standardized scores
Share of students aged over 20
Tuition (2009 USD)

CRUCH
Yes (25)
(1)

Non-CRUCH
Yes (7)
No (23)
(2)
(3)

Diff
(1) vs (2)
(4)

Diff
(1) vs. (3)
(5)

32.78
2179.42

24.50
2642.50

19.72
1873.63

8.28**
-463.08

13.06***
305.79

587.79
0.18

610.74
0.46

497.21
-0.92

-22.95*
-0.28*

90.58***
1.10***

1,266.91
904.63
24.51%
4,091.87

1,443.42
599.12
23.08%
6,541.59

818.22
-1165.63
45.54%
3,940.43

-176.51
305.51
1.42%
-2,449.72***

448.70**
2,070.26***
-21.04% pts***
151.44

33.98
2,237.08

27.57
2,916.00

19.35
1,684.52

6.41
-678.92

14.63***
552.56

579.22
0.11

607.46
0.46

486.09
-1.04

-28.24**
-0.35**

93.13***
1.15***

1,246.65
786.58
24.48%
4,320.00

1,528.26
664.31
22.16%
6,770.44

661.38
-1,057.16
48.98%
3,955.43

-281.61
122.27
2.32%
-2,450.45***

585.26***
1,843.74***
-24.50% pts***
364.57*

Note: The asterisks *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively
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Table 4. University Outcomes: Regression Analysis
Outcome
(unit)
Panel A: All Universities
Post x CRUCH (a)
x non-CRUCH: join (b)
x non-CRUCH: not join (c)
Test (p-val)
(a) = (b)
(a) = (c)
(b) = (c)
Mean Dep. V.
R2
N
Panel B: Top 50% Univ.
Post x CRUCH (a)
x non-CRUCH: join (b)
x non-CRUCH: not join (c)
Test (p-val)
(a) = (b)
Mean Dep. V.
R2
N
Panel C: Bottom 50% Univ.
Post x CRUCH (a)
x non-CRUCH: join (b)
x non-CRUCH: not join (c)

Sum of PSU
(1,000 points)

# of Enrollees
(person)

Avg PSU
(1point)

(1)

(2)

(3)

# of Enrollees
whose PSU is
above AFI
(4)

5.06
(40.12)
110.48*
(62.05)
-131.28***
(38.40)

23.24
(75.16)
239.55*
(130.57)
-223.13***
(80.80)

-10.95***
(1.36)
-5.68**
(2.65)
-13.61***
(1.64)

1.45
(15.96)
71.37***
(26.54)
6.05
(16.43)

0.110
0.002
<0.001
1,069.77
0.98
220

0.122
0.010
0.001
2,101.49
0.98
220

0.063
0.165
<0.001
548.32
0.99
220

0.014
0.809
0.023
448.9
1.00
220

71.30***
(9.59)
167.59***
(46.08)
-

138.22***
(17.80)
336.36***
(90.66)
-

-10.88***
(0.33)
-4.41**
(1.68)
-

16.91
(27.27)
89.41**
(39.21)

0.040
1448.09
0.99
108

0.030
2553.45
0.99
108

<0.001
599.31
0.99
108

0.078
867.5
0.99
108

-86.56
(70.60)
-

-142.79
(174.90)
-

-7.40*
(2.69)
-

-5.65
(6.43)
-

-186.35***
(50.55)

-316.48***
(111.22)

-14.84***
(2.33)

-11.34***
(3.73)

Test (p-val)
(a) = (c)
Mean Dep. V.
R2
N

0.260
0.370
0.070
0.76
704.96
1665.67
499.15
43.65
0.97
0.97
0.96
0.99
112
112
112
112
Note: The unit of observation is university by year. As for Panels B and C, we split the colleges into two
groups based on the average PSU scores among enrollees using out-of-sample data between 2007 and 2009.
Panel A includes the top 50% of colleges based on the average PSU scores and the bottom 50% covers the
remaining colleges. Regression models additionally include university fixed effects and year fixed effects.
Standard errors are clustered by year. The asterisks *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%,
5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
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Table 5. Student Outcomes: Regression Analysis
Outcome
Sample
Post
x Private (a)
x Voucher (b)
x Public (c)
Test Score(PSU)
Voucher
Public
Girl
Age>20

Prestige

Prestige

Prestige
Outside MA
(3)

Enrolling in
Type 2
All
(4)

Enrolling in
Type 2
In MA
(5)

Enrolling in
Type 2
Outside MA
(6)

All
(1)

In MA
(2)

2.559**
(0.489)
4.806**
(0.919)
4.991***
(0.837)
0.273***
(0.003)
-4.285***
(0.206)
-3.406***
(0.196)
-1.711**
(0.373)
-3.472***
(0.240)

2.473**
(0.499)
5.035**
(0.938)
5.243***
(0.625)
0.276***
(0.002)
-4.690***
(0.182)
-3.875***
(0.118)
-1.484**
(0.390)
-3.142***
(0.286)

2.892***
(0.465)
4.389**
(0.891)
4.673**
(1.106)
0.266***
(0.005)
-2.849***
(0.380)
-2.195**
(0.442)
-2.127***
(0.356)
-4.026***
(0.188)

-0.009
(0.009)
0.018
(0.008)
0.011
(0.006)
-0.000**
(0.000)
-0.263***
(0.003)
-0.295***
(0.004)
0.007*
(0.002)
-0.026***
(0.002)

-0.012
(0.008)
0.023
(0.012)
0.016
(0.007)
-0.000***
(0.000)
-0.277***
(0.004)
-0.310***
(0.004)
0.006*
(0.002)
-0.042***
(0.004)

0.000
(0.012)
0.009***
(0.001)
0.007
(0.004)
0.000
(0.000)
-0.225***
(0.003)
-0.251***
(0.004)
0.009**
(0.003)
0.002
(0.002)

Test (p-val)
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.20
0.17
0.56
(a) = (b)
0.01
0.00
0.07
0.25
0.17
0.72
(a) = (c)
0.27
0.61
0.29
0.04
0.19
0.59
(b) = (c)
55.85
58.82
51.08
0.17
0.23
0.08
Mean Dep. V.
2
0.60
0.62
0.57
0.13
0.10
0.11
R
376,272
242,468
133,804
376,272
242,468
133,804
N
Note: We also include students’ location fixed effects. Standard errors are in parentheses and clustered by year. The unit of observations is students
enrolled in a university between 2010 and 2013. The asterisks *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels,
respectively.
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Table 6. Alterative Measure of Prestige
Outcome
Sample
Post
x Private (a)
x Voucher (b)
x Public (c)
Test Score (PSU)
Voucher
Public
Girl
Age>20

Min PSU
All
(1)

Min PSU
In MA
(2)

Min PSU
Outside MA
(3)

2.319**
(0.513)
3.815**
(0.821)
3.892**
(0.708)
0.268***
(0.002)
-0.175
(0.306)
1.979***
(0.301)
-2.288**
(0.411)
-2.954***
(0.313)

2.331**
(0.530)
3.986**
(0.814)
4.361***
(0.555)
0.272***
(0.002)
-0.096
(0.339)
1.933***
(0.266)
-1.656**
(0.422)
-2.518***
(0.258)

2.266**
(0.474)
3.499**
(0.830)
3.300**
(0.930)
0.259***
(0.003)
-0.359
(0.269)
1.690**
(0.343)
-3.449***
(0.405)
-3.728***
(0.425)

Max PSU
All
(4)
1.722**
(0.424)
3.457**
(0.727)
3.765**
(0.734)
0.188***
(0.002)
-7.626***
(0.098)
-7.875***
(0.071)
-2.755***
(0.199)
-2.847***
(0.267)

Max PSU
In MA
(5)

Max PSU
Outside MA
(6)

1.545**
(0.471)
3.559**
(0.830)
3.767***
(0.568)
0.193***
(0.002)
-7.966***
(0.154)
-8.064***
(0.175)
-2.301***
(0.206)
-2.663***
(0.320)

2.382***
(0.276)
3.259***
(0.556)
3.745**
(0.955)
0.179***
(0.004)
-6.305***
(0.186)
-7.095***
(0.410)
-3.581***
(0.196)
-3.145***
(0.182)

Test (p-val)
0.052
0.043
0.057
0.011
0.014
0.089
(a) = (b)
0.021
0.002
0.142
0.007
0.000
0.174
(a) = (c)
0.589
0.327
0.173
0.126
0.499
0.325
(b) = (c)
48.30
50.67
44.49
62.53
64.85
58.79
Mean Dep. V.
0.45
0.46
0.42
0.41
0.44
0.34
R2
374,103
241,467
132,636
374,103
241,467
132,636
N
Note: We also include students’ location fixed effects. Standard errors are in parentheses and clustered by year. The unit of observations is students
enrolled in a university between 2010 and 2013. The asterisks *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels,
respectively.
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Table 7. Prestige and Preference Ranking in Application

% Ranking 1-2 (a)
% Ranking 3-4 (b)
% Ranking 5-10 (omitted)
Field Fixed-Effect
University Fixed-Effect
Test (p-val)
(a) = (b)
Mean Dep. V.
R2
N

(1)
0.984***
(0.067)
0.977***
(0.127)

(2)
0.994***
(0.064)
0.973***
(0.119)

(3)
0.704***
(0.0725)
0.367***
(0.118)

(4)
0.666***
(0.067)
0.372***
(0.106)

NO
NO

YES
NO

NO
YES

YES
YES

0.959

0.859

0.012

0.017

50.46
0.15
1,327

50.46
0.26
1,327

50.46
0.26
1,327

50.46
0.63
1,327

Note: The unit of observation is option. The asterisks *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the
10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
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Appendix
Universidad Mayor: the day after PSU scores were made public in 2011 (before joining the
centralized matching system). Source: http://www.umayor.cl/galeria/.
Figure A.1: 1 am

Figure A.2: 7 am
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Figure A.3: 7 am

Figure A.4: 8:30 am
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